Present simple present continuous stative verbs worksheets
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Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 59 Next Some English verbs, which we call state, continuous or stentent verbs, are not used in continuous times (e.g., real continuous or future continuous). These verbs often describe states that last for some time. Here's a list of some common ones: Stative (or State) Verb List, as know, belong to love to realize fit hate suppose want to want to know you want to
understand, it seems prefer to believe believe, agree to remember the matter mind to recognize the own kind of (seems) sound taste smell to hear surprise deny disagree, please impress to satisfy the promise of surprise doubts think that (I have an opinion) feel (I have an opinion) desire to imagine the concern of dislike to be deserved include the lack of measures (and etc.)
possess should weigh (they have weight) verb, which is not stative called a dynamic verb. Some verbs can be both stative and dynamic: Be usually a stenative verb, but when it is used in continuous it means behavior or acting you are stupid and it is part of your personality you are stupid and only now, usually don't think (stative) - there's an opinion, I think coffee is great to think
(dynamic) I think about my next holiday there (stative) - ownI have a car there (dynamic) - part of the expression with party/picnic/in I see her now, she just goes down the road see (dynamic) - meet/have a relationship with I've seen my friend for three years I see Robert Tomorrow Taste taste (stative) - has a certain taste This soup tastes greatThe coffee tastes really bitter taste
(dynamic) - the action of the chef tasting the chef tasting soup ('taste' Like other similar verbs such as Smell) Try this exercise to get better English grammar with our courses. This continuous is used to talk about what is happening at the moment, as well as for future planned events and takes the following forms: The True Continuous Positive Form Theme - to be (am, eat, eat) present participation (ing form of verb) - objects of Peter working in the garden at the moment. We meet Tom at five o'clock. The real Continuous Negative Form theme - to be (am, there is, is) - is not a verb and objects that Mary is not watching TV now. She's outside. They're not working at the moment. They're on hiatus. There is a continuous form of question (word of question) to be (am, is, is) - subject - the present participation (the form of the verb)? What are you? Where's Tim hiding? Real continuous and continuous Generally used with action verbs such as conversations, drive, play, etc. Continuous form is not used with such verbs as be, seem, taste, etc. Some stentative verbs may be as verbs of action, so there are some exceptions. For example:
smell - It smells good. (stenative verb) / It smells like roses. He seems happy. It tastes very sweet. It doesn't seem difficult. Now / At the moment now and at the moment relate to the moment of conversation. These two expressions are often used with real continuous. You can also use this continuous without these expressions of time depending on the context. She's taking a
shower at the moment. We're having dinner. Daren is studying for a test. Now /This week - Month/Today Now, this week/month and today are used to talk about what's happening at the moment. These forms are often used in work to talk about the project in the process. Jason takes the day off today. They're working on Smith's score. Are you making plans for a new project?
Further / On / Currently continuous is also used for planned activities in the future such as meetings. Use expressions of the future time, such as the next, tomorrow, time, day, month, etc. We are going next Thursday to discuss this issue. I'm presenting tomorrow at two o'clock. She's having dinner with Peter on Monday. Conjugate the verb in brackets in a present continuous
voltage. In case of questions, use this topic. Aleksandr Z (study) for his exams at the moment. Where (are you meeting) Tim next week? She (didn't play) golf tomorrow. They (make) dinner now. The company (did not finish) plans this week. She (eat) oysters for lunch right now. David Kew (no fly) in Chicago next week. I (work) on a special report today. We (don't cook) dinner
tonight because we're eating out._____ (Tom drive) to work right now? Alice (read) a new book at the moment. They are (not preparing) for the science exam at the moment. When is tomorrow (you have) lunch? We (joke)! ( do they give) a party this weekend? Susan (make) a decision at 3pm. What (do you do)?! he (bake) the cake at the moment. Choose the right expression of
time used at the current continuous voltage. (Currently/ Current) we are working on Anderson's account. They won't come to dinner (it/on) in the evening. Susan plays tennis with Tim (now/then). What do you do (this/next) in the afternoon? They enjoy dinner (in/next) moment. What do you do (tomorrow /yesterday) in the afternoon? Henry makes a presentation (on/on)
Wednesday.Our teacher helps (that/it) in the morning. My dog barks (at the moment / at the moment). We are finishing the business report (today/yesterday). The clock is hitting twelve hours right (now/soon). It's time to go! Frank flies to Chicago (this/that) in the morning. We are reading this book (for now / at the moment). Thomas poses at a meeting (on/in) April.She mow the
lawn (now/moment). They are developing a new product (this/last) month. Decide whether the following sentences are currently being used continuously for current (NOW), actions around the current time (AROUND), or for future Planned Action (FUTURE). We're working on Smith's account this month. For a moment, I think he works in the garden. Meet Jennifer with Tom later
today. I'm looking for a new job now. We're discussing this issue on Wednesday.Jake is finishing his homework right now. Alan's working with Tom today. They'll make us dinner tonight. I'm sorry I don't have time. I'm mowing the lawn. She is looking for a new home, as she would like to move soon. Working Sheet 1 - Answers exploring you're meeting no plays make no finishing
there's no fly morning running no cooking Tom driving reads no preparingare you have a joke! Are they giving a play to you doingis bakingare they stay List 2 - Answers nowthis weekat momentat three hoursCurrentlythis eveningnowthis afternoonat momenttomorrow afternoonon wednesdaythis morningat the moment on the right of this morning in a moment in AprilnowThis month
Leaf 3 - Answers Around the moment NowFutureAround momentFutureFutureFutureFuture / Now Use verbs in brackets. Welcome to ESL Printables, a website where English teachers share resources: sheets, lesson plans, activities, etc. Our collection grows every day with the help of many teachers. If you want to download you have to send your own contributions.
Contributions.
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